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PREFACE 
Stray electromagnetic energy is present everywhere in the environment 
where we live and work. It can be both useful and detrimental .. The presence 
of this energy is not readily determin�� by the human senses and must be measured 
by other methods. Although a number of instruments are available to monitor 
stray energy automatically, they are generally complicated and bulky. It is 
desirable to have an instrument that is sma 11, I ight, and operates unattended, 
and that will monitor this stray energy automatically and process it in a statis-
ti cal manner. 
Before such an instrument can be developed, it is desirable that the 
designer should demonstrate the feasibility of the concept. The feasibility may 
be proven analytically; however, a demonstration in the laboratory is more 
acceptable. The purpose of this investigation then is to experimentally demon-
strate the design feasibility of a statistical stray energy monitor (SSEM). 
A unique sensor-detector was designed specifically for use in the monitoring 
of stray energy that may be present in electroexplosive subsystems on aircraft. A 
major difficulty was encountered in the effort to obtain high common mode rejec-
tion for the detector circuit which must operate at high impedances and wide 
bandwidths. The selection c;,f a voltage doubler detection method followed by 
a differential -input source fol lower overcame this problem. 
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There is a need for an instrument that wil I measure stray electromagnetic 
energy and will operate unattended over a wide range of operating conditions. 
Furthermore, the instrument must monitor continuously without interfering with 
the system it is monitoring. One specific application requiring such a device is 
the gathering of data describing the el~~tromagnetic environment to which an 
electroexplosive device (EED) is subjected. These EED 1s are located in various 
physical locations aboard military aircraft. The wires connecting the electrical 
firing source to the EEO may act as antennae and pick up stray electromagnetic 
energy. This energy is impressed across the EED and will in fact cause a prema-
ture initiation of the EEO if certain energy levels are exceeded. If a monitor 
is installed aboard an aircraft at each EEO location (or selected EED locations), 
the data collected describe the electromagnetic energy environment to which 
the EEO 1s have been subjected. 
Statement of the Problem 
Presently, there is no satisfactory means for adequately measuring the 
stray erier{;Jy in a statistical manner while the EEO system is performing its intended 
mission. An extremely small device is needed which can process the data in 
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some manner and store only the essential characteristics of the data. Meaning-
ful data are needed from which to assess the probability of a hazard due to stray 
electromagnetic energy prematurely initiating the EED. Some form.of a statistical 
distribution of the magnitude of the signal at the EED is necessary to accomplish 
this task. 
Since the primary purpose is to determine whether or not a potential 
problem exists, the monitor must operate continuously over relatively long 
periods of time. The data obtained in distributional form should facilitate a 
mathematical probability analysis of the electromagnetic hazard encountered by 
an EED in its norma I service or environment. 
Such a device might be termed a Statistical Stray Energy Monitor (SSEM) 
and could consist of a sensor-detector followed by a digital data processor and 
storage device which would store and hold a histogram of the data coming from 
the detector. 
Practical Limitations of a Feasibility Demonstration 
The complete development of such a device would entail a much larger 
effort than can be expected from a master's thesis research project. However, 
this paper describes the development and operation of a breadboard model in 
sufficient detail to demonstrate the feasibility of the device. It was felt 
unnecessary to fully implement the desired capacity of the storage register or 
the multitude of discrete amplitude levels to be detected. For the most part, 
., 
standard laboratory-type logic modules were available which satisfactorily 
duplicated the desired electrical functions of the monitor. 
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The environment to which the model is normally subjected was simulated 
by signal generators in the laboratory. The operation of the monitor wm 
observed for a limited number of samples at $everal levels of amplitude. This 
corresponds to the demonstration of a single channel receiver to determine the 
feasibility of a multi-channel device. Each function of the monitor was demon-
strated by newly designed and built circuits where possible and by laboratory 
equipment when actual circuitry was already developed and available. These 
I imitaf'ions do not invalidate the feasibility of the concept. 
Design Philosophy and Concept 
The statistical stray energy monitor provides a means for gathering, 
processing and storing data derived from stray electromagnetic energy that has 
been coupled onto the firing-circuit wiring of pyrotechnic initiators (EED's). 
The collected data were then used in a statistical analysis to determine the 
arithmetic mean (x) and the standard deviation (a) of the stray energy which 
has been coupled onto the circuit under consideral'ion. 
The actual quantity being measured by the monitor was peak voltage, 
since a peak-detecting crystal diode detector was utilized. 
The monitor was designed to gather data efficiently under the constraints 
of power and size. A block diagram is shown in Figure 1. The concept is 
a data processor that performs the fol lowing operations; 
1 , Counts the number of data samples gathered during the test period 
for each of several levels. 
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Figure 1. Statistical Stroy Energy Monitor (SSEM) 
Block Diagram 
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2. Digitizes the largest value data sample encountered during the 
test period. 
3. Stores the total number of data samples encountered (sum of all 
counters). 
Over a period of time, a typical data distribution might look like that in 
Figure 2. The coordinates of the graph are Number of Occurrences versus 
Voltage. The numbers in parenthesis are a count of the data samples which 
occurred at each threshold level of voltage. A statistical analysis of the data 
distribution could then be performed using this graph. The largest value 
sample encountered during the test period is measured by the peak reading 
Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC). 
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The breadboard model used both discrete components and integrated 
drcuits. if the SSEM were placed into production, the final production design 
of the detector section would incorporate integrated circuits so that it could 
be physically placed between the pins of the pyrotechnic connector. A smal I, 
thin wafer would be used to mount the detector. The wafer would be placed 
between the connector and the pyrotechnic device. 
The SSEM in service would be shielded from EM radiation and would 
be placed near the pyrotechnic to reduce inductive coupling in the detector 
wiring. It would also be battery powered to eliminate conducted interference 
as much as possible. These design constraints apply only to the final piroduction 
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Note: T1, .•• Ts = Detector Thresholds 
Figure 2. Typical Output Data Distribution 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Historical Background 
Many monitoring systems have been studied by those agencies concerned 
with the problem of electromagnetic hazards to EED 1s and several of these 
have been implemented. However, only a small number of these systems have 
been thoroughly analyzed and very few of those analyzed have shown sufficient 
promise to warrant a full development and evaluation program. Most of this 
research effort has been devoted to sensor development. Design of the compa-
tible peripheral equipment has been determined by the requirements established 
by the sensor characteristics. Sensor design has been plagued by more problems 
than any other single component in the monitoring system. This is attributed 
to the stringent requirements on sensitivity, frequency response, and accuracy; 
these requirements are complicated by the necessity for locating the sensing 
element in the immediate vicinity of the EED firing element. This constraint 
establishes conditions conducive to a change in the electrical characteristics 
of the EED, a condition which must be avoided by careful and selective sensor 
design. 
The results of the I iterature svrvey conducted by the writer show that 
monitor systems have been divided into three general classes of systems: 
7 
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(1) systems which have been developed and are being us~ by various labora-
tories and agencies, (2) systems which have been fairly well analyzed or 
developed but are not widely used and, (3) proposed methods of monitoring. 
Sensor Availability 
A wide range of sensors are available for use in monitoring stray elec-
tromagnetic energy; however, the literature survey was limited to those useful 
for in-circuit monitoring of electro-explosive subsystems. 
The monitoring of the electromagnetic energy has been accomplished by 
the direct measurement of electrical power, voltage or current. Since in many 
. instances the electromagnetic energy is transformed into other forms of energy, 
sensors for measuring thermal energy, light energy, gas pressure and long wave-
I ength radiation were investigated. 
Various means of detecting these forms of energy were found to be 
available. Among those types of sensors applicable to the problem are thermo-
couples, thermistors, infrared devices, pyroelectric devices, Hall-effect 
detectors, crystal-diode detectors, Golay eel Is, temperature-sensitive paint, 
and other more complex instrumentation. After a cursory examination of the 
characteristics of these devices, a few were selected for more detailed investi-
gation. The following sensors appeared to offer the most advantages for this 
design concept: (1) thermocouple, (2) thermistor, (3) crystal diode 
detectors, and (4) infrared detectors. These devices have all been devel-
oped and are available commercially. Their small size and low power 
requirements make them desirable for the application. Electrical current 
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sensing devices were ruled out due to the excessiv!:! loading on the circuit to be 
measured. 
Characteristics of Existing Instrumentation 
Thermocouples - These sensors have received broader application in EED stray 
energy monitoring than any other type of detector. The el ectromaijnetic energy 
is transformed into therma1 energy which is then detected by the thermocouple. 
Although thermocouples have some objectional features when used as sensors to 
measure power dissipated in EED's, the advantages offered by the wide choice 
of applications sometimes outweigh their limitations. Thermocouples have under-
gone extensive development and improvement programs aimed at eliminating or 
reducing their undesirable features. They are now in use by almost every 
laboratory that is involved in electromagnetic energy monitoring as related to 
EED's. Recent research programs are striving for further refinement which will 
increase the sensitivity, decrease the response time, and improve the frequency 
response of the total package (1). Other research is directed toward quanti-
tatively isolating those factors which are major contributors to thermocouple 
errors. 
Early thermocouple models had relatively massive elements and were 
connected to the firing element of heat-initiated EED's. This direct connection 
affected the impedance of the EED at higher frequencies and loaded the EED 
firing circuit. An improvement to this device was the hydrogen-filled glass 
envelope containing the thermocouple junction. Denver Research Institute 
performed studies on a vacuum-deposited thermocouple consisting of minute 
layers of dissimilar metals deposited on a doelectric substrate (2). The thin 
layers permitted a small-mass junction producing a decrease in the thermal 
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time constant. The device functioned on rbdiated heat and was electrically 
isolated from the EED element. Many other attempts have been made to improve 
the vacuum-deposited thermocouple but have met with only a minimum amount 
of success. This device sti II suffers from lack of sensitivity (only 4 db below 
one milliwatt of electrice1I power),and it also affects the high-frequency 
characteristics of the EED itself. 
Thermistor Det,ectors - Thermistors are heat-sensing devices which have a much 
better sensitivity than existing thermocouples. Sensitivities on the order of 15 
db below one milliwatt of electrical power have been achieved under laboratory 
conditions. These are usually operated in a simple balanced bridge system. 
Unbalance of the bridge due to ambient heat changes is their most serious 
I imitation. They are therefore not suited for unattended operation that encoun-
ters a changing temperature environment. They also suffer in response time 
characteristics. Thermistor detectors are frequently used in ground tests and 
laboratory operations for calibration of other systems. 
Infrared Detectors - The principal characteristics which make these devices 
desirable are the short response time and the ability to function on radiated 
energy. Depending somewhat on the associated electronic circuitry, the time 
response ranges between that of the thermocouple and the crystal diode 
detector. This range is considered adequat.e for monitoring of laboratory 
testing under CW conditions but is not applicable for ,extremely short pulses of 
a few microseconds duration. 
The sensitivity of infrared systems is dependent on1both the photocel I 
noise and the bandpass of the overall system. Sensitivities have been achieved 
on the order of 30 db below one milliwatt of electrical power (3). However, 
a sensitivity of 20 db below one milliwatt of electrical power is more likely 
when passband considerations are included. The system has an inherent high 
photoconductor noise level requiring the use of a mechanical chopper. This 
becomes a problem when considering the desired miniaturization aspects of the 
monitor. This limits its application to ground instrumentation and calibration 
systems and not in-service application to live EED's aboard aircraft (4). 
Crystal Diode Detectors - Of the many methods reviewed, the crystal diode 
detector, which was developed and applied to monitoring electromagnetic 
energy by the Sandia Corporation, offers the best set of parameters for moni-
toring of stray energy in EED circuits. (5). The detector has good sensitivity, 
approaching 60 db below one milliwatt of electrical power using biasing 
techniques, a short response time, and a very low electrical loading effect. 
The detector may be used without interfering with the normal operation of the 
EED, thus it is highly suitable for in-service monitoring. 
This high level of sensitivity was obtained at a narrow modulation band-
width of 5 KHz which was not desirable for the wide bandwidth application. 
However, modulation bandwidths up to 500 KHz have been obtained at a ccnrier 
frequency of 10 GHz while still retaining a sensitivity of 35 db below one milli-
watt of electrical power. This is considered sufficient sensitivity for the sensor 
system of the monitor. 
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The response time of the detector is much better than the other sensors 
evaluated, a minimum-detectable pulse width on the order of one microsecond 
is probable. This short response time is highly desirable since it is ,necessary to 
monitor random RF transients from sources such as circuit interruptions, lightning 
strikes, and illumination by high power transmitters. Since wideband operation 
is desired, the system immediately following the detector was designed for low 
noise operation in order to enhance the sensitivity of the system. 
A diode detector provides excellent electrical isolation due to the high 
electrical impedance in the backward direction. It is usually high enough to 
permit placement of the diode detector directly across the EEO wiring. The 
sensing element of the detector operates on a self-powered principle similar to 
thermocouples. However, the detected signal is small and requires amplifi­
cation. The sensor diodes are susceptible to destruction by very high power 
signals but have good stability and can operate for long periods without 
repeated calibration. 
Peripheral Equipment - The most common method of data-conditioning equipment 
in the past has been simple electronic systems. Some sensors require no signal 
conditioning and require only hard wire connections to recorders and displays. 
Recent work with low-power detectors has necessitated the use of amplifiers 
which instigated more sophistication into the equipment. Also, as more com­
plexity is added, space and weight limitations become restrictive for airborne 
applications thereby miniaturization becomes necessary. 
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For in-service applications, cornpletely self-contained--systems of small 
size are required. These needs.are- best met by integrated circuit techniques. 
These have the disadvantages of higher power consumption than discrete element 
d.esi.gn and. .. a trade-off must be made. High density recorders are available and 
are.compatible with rapid data reduction techniques, but their size and power 
requirements are excessive. Miniaturized, self-contained oscillograph 
recorders have been designed and one unit has been developed by the Naval 
Weapons Laboratory (6). The basic disadvantages of the oscil!ograph are that 
the frequency response is limited by the chart recording'.speed and the galvano-
meters, sensitivity is limited by the galvanometers, and recording time is 
limited by the chart speed and chart storage capacity. 
Summary of the Literature 
A number of types of detectors were investigoted through a review of the 
literature. Some of these are still under development (7), In addition; 
several different designs of recording equipment were also investigated. As a 
result of this survey, it is concluded that the crystal diode detector was the 
best because of its simplicity, sensitivity, wide frequency coverage, fast 
response, and small size and weight. 
The problem of stray energy monitoring goes beyond the detector. Just 
. as important is the means by which data"are · recorded or stored. Although 
several recording and storage devices were studied, the conclusion was reached 
that most are unsuited because of their size, weight, and power requirements. 
Since no extremely small device was discovered-that would (1) detect 
the stray energy, (2) process the data and (3) store the essential character-
istics of the data; a device was designed to meet these requirements Qnd its 




DESIGN OF INSTRUMENT 
Analysis and Design 
Sensor-Detector- The crystal diode detector was selected after consideration of 
many other types of detectors. Since most EED firing circuits are isolated from 
ground and use a twisted shielded pair as the firing cable, the detector was 
designed with a differential input which was isolated from ground. This die-
I 
toted a bridge-type circuit; however, a full-wave bridge r:ectifier has a common 
mode rejection rotio of one. A back to-back series type peak-detecting 
circuit has good impedance characteristics but also has· poor common mode 
rejection. A standard voltage doubler circuit overcomes both of these deficien-
ci es. This type of detector has been uti I ized by Sandia; however, they found 
that the best characteristics were achieved by reversal of the polarity of one of 
the diodes. 
In reference to Figure 3A, the circuit arrangement is such that the load 
current flows in one direction through RL for each half cycle of input voltage 
(considering a sine wave input). Since C1 and C2 are so much larger than the 
other capacitors, the effect of C3, C4, C5, and C6 c;are negligible for the 
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However, since the voltages add, to maintain the same load on each 
diode as in the previous circuit (diode not reversed), the load resistance was 
doubled. Since the diode detectors are current generators (for small signal 
detection), doubling the load resistance doubles the output voltage; therefore 
the equation becomes: 
This indicates the "voltage doubling" action of the circuit. Actually, the 
circuit arrangement provides full wave detection since capacitors C1 and C2 
are charged on the positive half cycle and then ,discharged on the negative 
half cycle to provide current flow through RL during the entire cycle. 
An analysis was made of the common mode rejection characteristics 
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using the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 36. For common mode calculations, 
ein = 0 (input shorted) and e1 = e2 = e. If we assume Co1 and Co2 have 
been removed from one of the circuits, then the open circuit voltage across its 
terminals is: 
The source impedances are Cl and C2, respectively. Using values of C5 = 
C6 = 0.5 pf and Cl = C2 = 500 pf and' with the input shorted (ej = o), the 
value of the output voltage is then 
C5 
eD1 = e1 - ~ -1 + C5 e2 for c 01 and 
c6 
eo2 = e1 - C2 + C6 e2 for c 02 . 
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e ::;: C C e2 + 
oc 1 + 5 
e = 2 
e 
Then, using e· • 2 for the common mode input voltage, the value for the 
I "5Qo 
output voltage becomes 
e2 2 -6 2 
e oc = 2K ( 500 ) = 8 x 10 K(e 2) . 
The common mode ratio computed was about 54 db. Since this circuit has good 
sensitivity, good common mode rejection, and consists of a circuit balanced with 
respect to RF, it was used as the design for the detector circuit. 
The selection of the video detector di~e was based on the parameters 
of high frequency characteristics and burn-out level. The Sandia detector circuit 
used the 1 N830A crystal video diode which is highly susceptible to burn-out 
(typically 2 ergs). Recently a new diode with good high-frequency characteris-
tics and much better burn-out characteristics (as high as 10 ergs) has been 
developed (8). The fundamental mechanism involved in the device is the non-
uniform heating of majority carriers by a spatially-applied non-uniform 
RF electric field. This gives rise to an electromotive force whose average 
component is proportional to the applied RF power. The heated carriers are 
termed "hot carriers," hence the name of Hot Carri er diode has been used to 
name the device. The diode is a more efficient rectifier at high frequencies 
than a pn junction-type because it does not store minority carriers during 
normal operation (9). 
The performance of .hot-carrier diodes conforms closely with theory . 
The low-level voltage-current characteristics can be accurately described by 
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the equation 
i = !5 [exp �T) - � 
Where n is the diode ideality factor (nominally about l .05 at room temperature); 
the other parameters are those used in the normal diode equation. Junction 
resistance is a function of the diode current and at 25 degrees C is described 
by the equation 
where v is in millivolts. The junction capacitance is given by 
C = C.(0)/(1 - Vv /,j J b 
where C/0) is the zero bias junction capacitance and Vb is the built-in 
potential (about 0.45 ev). Typically, the series resistance Rs is about 11 ohms, 
the package capacitance Cp is 0. 15 pf and the package inductance Lp is 
3 nH. 
The tangential sensitivity in db below one milliwatt of electrical power 
may be expressed as fo I lows: 
V4kT JR + R. P?-· + R j 
TS = 10 Lo [ S. 
4kT 5 J J a + 10 Log
(dbm) 
g u R. R. 
J J 
2 -����-
� � )] + 5 Log b where fc
= "l + Rs/Rj
c 21r C.JR R.
J s J
Typical values of TS range from -50 dbm at frequencies of 10 GHz to 
-65 dbm at 0.1 GHz. This is with bias current applied and at a bandwidth of
l 00 KHz. As used in the voltage doubler circuit, the sensitivity was less since
no bias is applied. Relating these values to the values obtained experimentally
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by Sandia, the actual detector sensitivity for the breadboard circuit design 
should be about -30 dbm . (10). This value was attained by the breadboard 
model. Ferrite beads were added to the design to further isolate the RF portion 
of the detector from the video portion. 
Signal Conditioner - The output of the detector was balanced to ground there-
fore requiring a differential input amplifier with a single-ended output. 
Several such amplifiers are available in integrated circuit form. The one 
selected was an operational amplifier with an open loop gain of 60,000 ava il-
obi e, large common-mode input-signal capo bi I ity, and low DC drift (11). The 
closed loop gain of the amp I ifier is given by GA = ~ and Gs = + RRf; 
Rs s 
where GA and Gs are the gains referred to the two inputs A and B respectively , 
Rf is the normal operational amp I ifier feedback resistance and Rs is the input 
resistor used ahead of inputs A and B (see Figure 4A). Since both gains must 
be equal, a resistance (Rg) was added. from pin B to ground which was equal in 
value to Rs to obtain an overal I voltage gain of one. The resulting output 
voltage V0 is given by the following equation: · 
RF 
V = V -
o iBR 
s 
Since RF = Rs = Rg the output is then 
which is the desired result. 
The output of the amp I ifi er was then "peak detected II and that value 
held until the data processing was completed for that particular input of 
ENERGY 
SENSOR-
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Figure 48 . Peak Detector and Impedance Transforming Circu it 
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.. .e.oecgy.. A peak .detector using an int.egrotecl-.circuit amplifier was used for 
this function (12). The input signal was applied to the non-inverting input 
and the output was taken from a large capacitor connected to the inverting 
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input (see Figure 4.B). As the voltage Vi is applied, the output of the ampli-
fier charges the capacitor rapidly through diode D1 to the peak value of Vi. 
When the input voltage drops below the voltage on the capacitor, the output 
of the amplifier swings positive leaving the capacitor charged to the peak value 
of the input signal. A dump circuit is used to discharge the capacitor after 
the data have been processed. This circuit measures the amplitude of pulses 
less than 100 nS wide with an accuracy of ± 5 mV. The decay time of the 
voltage developed across the capacitor is determined by the input bias current 
of the amplifier. A typical value is 20 mS/v. The maximum current drawn 
from the source is approximately 25 µA. Due to the unavailability of another 
differential input amp I ifier, the breadboard model circuit consisted only of the 
diode and the capacitor. The input was taken directly from the sensor-detector 
amplifier and applied through the diode to the capacitor. The operation was 
the same with the exception of the differente in voltage due to the voltage 
drop across the diode. 
The peak detector was fol lowed by a high input impedance driver. This 
prevents loading of the peak detector which would otherwise decrease the 
voltage leveli before the signal could be processed by the data processor. A 
Darlington-type emitter follower or a high gain de amplifier with closed loop 
gain of one could be used for this purpose. The effect is simply that of impe4-
ance transformation while maintaining a voltage gain of one, or nearly one in ij., 
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the case of the emitter fol lower circuitry. The required input impedance is a 
function of the time required for processing the data. The RC time of the 
peak detector circuit must be at least 10 times the data processing time . 
Since the delays of t,he two one-shot multivibrato,rs'. used in the signal 
conditioner were 4 micro seconds and 136 milliseconds, this RC time was 140 
milliseconds. The capacitor used in the peak detector has a value of 1 ~f; 
therefore the input impedance of the transforming circuit should have been at 
least 1 .4 megohms; however a high impedance driver was not available for 
the breadboard. The output impedance of the circuit should have been very 
low to prevent loading by the Schmitt triggers in the data processor when their 
input threshold voltage is exceeded. The absence of this impedance trans-
forming circuit did not prevent the circuit from operating . 
The output signal from the peak detector circuit is also applied to the 
input of a Schmitt trigger in the signal conditioner. The input threshold of 
this circuit was set to the lowest desired threshold level of the entire monito r. 
In effect, this performs the function of a squelch circuit in that it prevents the 
processing of weak noise signals which would otherwise cause the data pro-
cessor to operate continuously, thus giving enormous counts of very small 
energy levels. Although this may be truly representative of the actual elect ro-
magnetic environment, such operation would rapidly "fill up 11 the data 
processor registers. This would seriously limit the period of time the monito r 
could function before saturation. Since the higher levels of energy are the 
most significant, the threshold of this Schmitt trigger was set at a level corres-
ponding to a certain energy level at the input to the detector. This leve4 
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would be determined separately for each EEO circuit that is to be monitored . 
For the purposes of the experiment, this level was set Qt one milliwa tt of 
power. For the general case of monitoring EEO's this level will be 40 db 
below the no-fire energy level of the monitored EEO. 
The output of Schmitt trigger in the signal conditioner provides the 
turn-on signal for the power switching circuit. Actually, two such circuits 
might be required if a plus and minus power supply is used as the final design 
in a production model. This circuit was not breadboarded for the experiment 
since it does not apply to the statistical data processor. The output of the 
Schmitt trigger is also applied to a one-shot multivibrator (O. S. # l). This 
delay would allow time for the power to be switched to the data processor 
circuits. The output of this delay circuit is then used to trigger anothe r one-
shot delay. The use of two delay circuits provides additional buffering and 
allows the data processor circuits to stabilize before the data are stored. The 
output of the second delay (0. S, #2) then provides the "store" pulse to the 
data processor and also triggers another delay (O.S. #3) whose function is to 
dump the voltage level held in the peak detector circuit , The delay time of 
the one-shot multivibrators was set to provide sufficient time for the operation 
of the data processor circuits. Large values of delay are not desirable in con-
junction with integrated circuits because of the lc;nge values of capacitance 
required. Integrated circuit resistance values are normally much lower than 
corresponding discrete element circuits due to the properties of the substrate . 
An increased amount of delay could have been added to the design by the use 
of additional delay circuits rather than using large values of capacitance. The 
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signal condit ione r provides both the signal level output and the store pulse to 
the data processor and also the signal level to the analog-to-digital converter. 
All of the c ircuits used in the signal conditioner are presently availab le in 
integrated circuit form. The combination of these circuits into a composite 
system would entail a custom engineering job which mu;t be accompl ished by 
an integ rated circuit manufacturer. 
Data Processor - The input signal was applied in parallel to four threshold 
detectors. The number four was chosen to keep the physical size of the package 
small while yet providing a division of data levels that will produce a rough 
approximation to the actual distribution. Although the number of divis ions of 
signal level could be quite large, the number chosen demonstrated the feasi-
bi I ity of the design concept. If a system were designed to be laborato ry o r 
g round-bcsed monitor rather than airborne, the tradeoffs of weight, size, cost, 
and complexity versus accuracy would result in a larger number of threshold 
detectors. Under that design c ri te ri a the number would be li mited by the 
accuracy to which the input voltage thresholds cowld be set without the 
occu rrence of overlapping levels. 
The threshold detectors were designed using Schmitt trigger circuits 
whose switching thresholds are variable over the range of -0.5 to -2 .5 volts. 
These voltage levels conform to standard designs that were available for use. 
Although the range of voltage could have been reduced, this would make the 
setting of the threshold level more critical than was deemed necessary. 
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The logic output of each detector is l if its threshold has been exceeded , 
or O if its threshold level has not been exceeded. The l output is applied to 
a 2-input AND gate associated with that detector. The output of the gate is 
applied to its associated counter. The l output of each detector was al so 
appl ied through an inverter to become ohe of the 2 inputs of the preced ing 
gate. The output of the gate is applied to the ossoc iated counter. Another 
input to the gated counter is the store pulse which is connected in parallel to 
all the gates on each counter. The logic of the design is to count onl y tha t 
detecto r which has ope rated on the highest level signal (13) . The log ic 
equation for this operat ion is 
Count # l if 12S 
Count #2 if 23S 
Count #7 if 78S 
Count #a if BS 
Where 1, 2, . . • , 8 represent a l output of each respective detector , T, 2 , 
.. . , 8 represent a O output of each respective detector, and S represents 
the presence of the store pulse. 
The threshold counters 1 through 4 are four-stage binary counters 
which represent a capacity of 9 counts each . The decision to limit the nurrber 
of counts to 9 was based on the availability of modules for the experiment. 
The criteria of low weight and volume versus the des ired data capac ity of the 
monito r would set the number of counters in a production model. 
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The counte rs were designed to be read out by inte rroga ting each fl ip-
flop to determine the state of O or 1. This was accomplished by the measu re-
ment of voltages wh ich is the most straightforward of severQI ava i labl e methods. 
Th is rep resents a se ri al-type read out . By application of addit ional AN D ga tes 
and associated equipment the outputs of the counters could be du mped in 
parallel and then processed by automatic means us ing complex equi pment. The 
natu re of the read out is purely dependent on the users requirements and was 
not conside red a part of the design problem. 
All c ircui ts used in the data processor are available in in teg rat ed 
ci rcuit form and could be combined in one complex subsystem or integrated 
into the whole of the monitor system . The only design co~straint would be 
that provi sions must be made to bri ng out the outputs of al I of the counters. 
Th is might represent a considerable number of leads and could requ ire the use 
of an ultra-m iniature connector. For the breadboard model the outputs were 
brought to two plug- in connectors and the outputs labeled . Th is fac ili tated 
the read out du ri ng the performing of the experiment. 
Peak Reading Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) - Conversion of a signal 
from analog to digital form can be accomplished by several techniques. 
However, the design requirement that the monitor provide an output that is 
the highest value of stray energy observed during the monito ring period , leads 
quickly to the selection of a peak reading ADC employing the counter 
method (14) . This design is also the most stra ightforward and is low in cost. 
Several other methods that were evaluated ' were the simultaneous method , the 
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continuous method and the successive approximation method. These methods 
were either not compatible with the requirements to store the highest reading 
continuously or were more elaborate than necessary. The design selec ted is 
available commercially using hyb rid thin-film microc ircuits and monol ith ic 
integrated circuits for the control logic, output register, and compa rato r; this 
design requ ires a reference voltage supply using disc rete components (15). 
This reference voltage supply could be a nickel-cadmium battery o r merc ury 
eel Is. 
The ADC consists of a vol toge comparator, clock, gate , counter; 
reference supply and a digital-to-analog converter. The hea rt of analog-to-
digital conversion is the comparator circuit. The stray energy signal , afte r 
passing through the signal conditioner, is applied to the comparator. Th is 
ci rcuit compares the signal with the voltage from the digital-to-analog con-
verter (which has stored the highest voltage level processed up to that time). 
If the signal voltage level is h igher than the stored voltage, the comparato r 
produces an output to the gate. The clock (free-running multiv ibrato r) output 
is then gated to the counte r and counts as long as the gate is open. The 
output of the counter is applied to the digital-to-analog converte r and also 
stored as the d ig ital equivalent of the highest signal counted . The d ig ital -to-
analog converter applies the increasing analog voltage to the compa rato r and 
when the two voltages a re equal the comparator output returns to zero, thereby 
inhibiting the gate and stopping the count . If the next st ray e ne rgy signal is 
lowe r than the stored signal , no output is obta ined from the comparato r and 
the voltage level remains at the prev ious higher level. Thus the ope ration is 
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one of a peak-reading voltmeter. The counter is continuously suppl ied with 
power so that the count is never dumped out of the register during the monitoring 
period. 
The aspects of accuracy is important when representing a given value in 
different terms. Several sources of error are present in any ADC. When a n 
analog signal is quantized, there exists an error equal to the smallest quantum . 
In this converter the error is equal to :!: %_ the least significant bit. Since the 
th resholds a re separated by the value of 0.5 volts, an accu racy of one-tenth 
the range should be sufficient. This amounts to 0.05 volts and represents a 
percentage of 2%. A 7-bit system would have a built-in error of! 0.75% 
which represents about 1/3 or 1/2 of the total!system error. Other major 
sources of error a re the offset, calibration, and linearity of the analog 
comparator. Reference supply ripple is another contributing error; however, 
the use of a battery should remove the ripple error. 
Power Switching Circuit - The decision to incorporate a second mode of 
operation for the power supply was based on the larger power requirements of 
integrated circuits compared to discrete solid-state circuit design. While the 
power consumption of either design is low, the long time period required and 
the minimum size criteria justified the additional circuit complexity in order to 
achieve a lower power drain. This is important for airborne applications where 
the power supply would be some type of battery. 
The circuit is a simple series switch that is turned on by another series 
switch. The power switch applies power to those circuits not needed for 
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sensing and storing data. Continuous power is applied to the electronics that 
sense the incoming stray energy and that store the resultant data in the digital 
registers. The transistors used as switches are either on or off and do not 
dissipate very much power; therefore, a low power transistor would be used for 
this application. The power switch is operated by the output of the Schmitt 
trigger in the signal conditioner. Since the data are not stored l,Jntil after 
the one-shot delays have operated, the electronics have sufficient time to 
" 
stabilize after the initial surge due to the step application of power. 
System Operation 
Signal Conditioner - The signal conditioner is used for data sampling of volt-
age obtained directly from the crystal diode detector (see Figure 5). The 
signal input is amplified and the peak amplitude held temporarily in the peak 
holding circuit. This is required to allow time for data processing and digi-
tizing by the ADC (see Figure 6). The Schmitt trigger is used to sense the 
minimum threshold required of a data sample to be counted. 
When a data sample of sufficient amplitude is received at the Schmitt 
trigger, t~e power supply is signalled to switch power to the data processing 
circuits. Also, the output of the trigger operates the first one shot multi-
vibrator (O.S. #1). The delay times of O.S. #1 and O.S. #2 allow all of 
the threshold detectors of the data processor (Figure 7) to stobilize before the 
11store 11 pulse from O.S~ #2 is applied to the counter gates. The output pulse 
of Q.S. #3 11dumps 11 the voltage stored in the peak detector circuit, preparing 
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Figure 5. Signal Conditioner Block Diagram 
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Figure 8. Timing Diagram (SSEM) 
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Data Processor- The input signal to the data processor is monitored by the 
threshold detectors (Schmitt triggers). Al I of the detectors with a threshold 
sensitivity equal to or less than the input signal will operate. Of those 
threshold detectors that operate (trigger), only the detector that had the high-
est voltage level applied will be counted. The logic gates determine which 
detector is the "highest." Lower valued threshold counters would "race" with 
each other if the processor were not timed properly. This would cause erroneous 
counts in the lower threshold counters. Because of this , a store pulse is 
applied only after the detectors stabilize, thereby precluding ambiguous data 
counts. 
The threshold detectors are set to trigger at equally spaced intervals of 
increasingly higher voltage. The logic gates permit only the highest valued 
threshold detector to load its respective threshold counter. The counts stored 
in the threshold counters are an approximation of the distribution of the 
data. The stored data were read out by use of a voltmeter rather than auto-
matic serial or parallel dumping of the data into a recorder or other storage 
device. These data were then used in later analysis. 
Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) - The ADC is a "level at a time" con-
verter which consists of a clock, a comparator, a summing network, and a 
binary counter. It operates as a peak-reading voltmeter which stores the 
signal of greatest amplitude that was encountered during the test period. The 
clock is a free-running multivibrator which drives the ADC. The comparator 
is in the feedback loop of the ADC and determines whether the digital value 
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in the binary counter is equivalent to the input signal. When this occurs , the 
digitizer stops due to the inhibiting of the "AND" gate, thereby stopping the 
clock pulses from driving the binary counter. The summing network converts 
the digital value of the binary counter to an analog voltage (D to A converter) . 
The binary counter determines the digital equivalent of the input signal and 
stores this value for later readout. When new data samples occur later, that 
have a value greater than the stored level, the binary counter begins counting 
because the comparator signals the AND gate to start the clock. The ADC was 
not breadboarded since a commercial version was available for the operation 
of the experiment. 
Power Supply - The power supply has two types of output; switched power (Ps) 
and continuous power (Pc>. The electronics necessary to determine when a sig-
nal is present and to store data have power applied continuously. The other 
circuits have power applied only during data processing periods. Power 
switching is necessary in order to conserve battery power during the long data 
,sampling period. Power switching also eliminates some of the gating hardware 
necessary to isolate various c ircuits from one another. A simple series power 
switch is used to control the power (see Figure 9A). This switch is controlled 
by the threshold detecting Schmitt trigger located in the signal conditioner . 
Sensor-Detector - The detector converts the RF voltage into video voltage . A 
crystal diode detector using the voltage double1 principle is shown in 
Figure 9B. The use of hot carri er diodes provides the detector with good 
(BATTERY) + V 0-------.....----.-:· .Pc CONTINUOUS 
POWER 
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Figure 98. Sensor-Detector Schematic Diagram 
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frequency sensitivity and a h igh burnout rating. The fol lowing design objectives 
were established for the detector: 
1. Tangential sensitivity (CW) 35 db below one milliwatt of 
electrical power 
2. Frequency range (3 db points) 14 KHz to 10 GHz 
3. Dynamic range ) 80 db 
4. Video bandwidth 1 . 0 MHz 
5. Self-powered with ) 60 db common mode rejection. 
The best sensitivity obtained was 30 db below one mil I iwatt rather than 35 db. 
The frequency range objective was met with only 6 db variations across the 
band. The dynamic range could only be measured up to 56 db since higher 
powered signal generators were not available. The video bandwidth was easily 
met since the differential amp I ifier fol lowing the detector was not bandwidth -
I imited. The common mode rejection was only 54 db. 
Fabrication of Breadboard 
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the design concept the system 
was breadboarded to check functional operation. Those circuits already avail-
able in microcircuitry were modeled using commercial modules of the discrete 
form. The major task was the breadboard design of the sensor-detector and 
portions of the signal conditioner since these circuits have not been developed 
using microcircuits. 
Digital Equipment Corporation has available a 10-bit analog-to-dig ital 
converter {Type A-801) using monolithic integrated circuHs . This converter 
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has a built-in reference supply and is contained on one double logic module. 
By the use of a battery the package size could be reduced to a much smaller 
size. Since this subsystem is already in production, no demonstration of 
functional feasibility was considered necessary; therefore, an available ADC 
was used during the experiment. 
The data processor is a new design, actually a different arrangement 
of standard logic modules; therefore, it was breadboarded to demonstrate the 
design feasibility. The logic modules, (gates, flip-flops, Schmitt triggers) 
were commercially available in integrated circuit form. By choosing a compati-
ble design, there would be no interface problems. Since the electrical per-
formance of each integrated circuit logic module was the some as those 
_ developed using discrete components, the data processor was breadboarded 
using Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) hardware available at Oklahoma 
State University. The number of threshold levels was limited to four since 
this was considered sufficient to demonstrate feasibility. Since each gate 
requires on input from only two Schmitt triggers, a greater number of thres-
hold detectors would simply be redundant as far as the logic operation is 
concerned. 
The type of flip-flop used for the counters was a DEC type R202 dual 
flip-flop and did not require additional gates to perform the up-counter 
operation. The binary decimcil code chosen was the 8421 code because it 
allowed the use of the input gates on the flip-flops (see Figure 10). The 
store pulse was then applied to the input of the counter gates thereby deleting 





































































The logic gates were composed of NAND gates and inverters. The 
NAND gate is a DEC type R1 l1 which has 3 gati'ng circuits on the module 
card. The required input logic to give the AND operation for the circuit' is 
to have one input and not the other input. 
The threshold detectors are Schmitt triggers using the DEC type W501 
logic module, one circuit per module. The threshold level voltages were 
generated by the use of reference diodes for each of the desired threshold 
levels. All of the modules for the data processor were connected together in 
a DEC type H900 mounting panel which has a built-in+ 10 volt and -15 volt 
power supply. This provided a convenient packqge for the breadboard model 
(see Figure 11). 
Portions of the signal conditioner were breadboarded using discrete 
logic modules. The threshold detector and the incremental delays were designed 
using a DEC type W501 Schmitt trigger and DEC type R302 one-shot multi-
vibrators. The Schmitt trigger was set at the lowest threshold level which 
was -0.55 volts. The one-shot delays were set at 4 microseconds, 136 milli-
seconds, and 200 milliseconds delay to ensure sufficient time for Schmitt 
trigger operation and the discharging of the peak detector circuit. A Tek-
tronics oscilloscope was used to observe operation of the switching times. 
The threshold detector and the delay modules were assembled onto the mounting 
panel with the data processor (see Figure 12). The amplifier an9 peak 
detector were breadboarded on a low-loss diflectric perforated board using 
integrated circuits and discrete components. A one microfarad capacitor was 
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during data processing. The amp I ifier was built using a Motorola MC 1433 
operational amplifier. The gain was set at 20 to enable the output to be 
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visible using the low-gain head on the oscilloscope. The input to the ampl i-
fier was differential and the output single-ended. Since the load on the amp li -
fier was capacitive, frequency compensation was necessary to prevent oscillat ion 
at the higher frequ~ncies . A 10 picofarad capacitor fr¢m the output back to 
the phase lag network was necessary. Also, a 47 picofarad capacito r was 
connected between the lag network and ground. This eliminated the trouble-
some high frequency osci I lation . 
The sensor-detector was breadboarded on the board with the omplifier to 
maintain short lead wires. A pair of Hewlett Packard Associates type 2603 
hot-carrier diodes were used as the non-linear elements. These we re in the 
standard glass package; however, their incorporation into an integrated circuit 
package along with other components is feqsible according to their applications 
department (16). Th is diodet is a metal-silicon Schottky-ba rri er diode opt i-
mized for use as a ~etector from low frequencies through 10 GHz. 
The capacitors use~ in the detector circuit were 470 picofarad type 
CK 1 MW471 K from the Chem-electro Research Division of the Potter Company . 
A newer capacitor type 2000-471 K was discussed with their representative 
that has a better frequency characteristic than the other type . These we re 
back-ordered but not received in time for the experiment. The CKl MW type 
capacitor is a micro-miniature epoxy-dipped axial capacitor using gold-plated 
kovar ribbon leads . 
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A pa ir of lOK ohm resistors was used for isolation betwe.en the diodes 
and the amplifiers . These were one-tenth watt carbon resistors coated with 
ceramic . Two fe rroxcube beads were placed on the resistor leads between 
each diode and the resistor body to filter any high frequency leakage a round 
the diodes. These beads were obtained from the Ferroxcube Corporat ion 
(#56-590-65/3B) and are composed of high-permeability ferrite. The beads 
present a high series resistance to the higher frequencies and inc reased 
absorption loss . A 50ohm Filmohm Corp. type FD 500-076 concent ri c d isc 
resisto r was used at the input to present a matched load to the signal gene ra -
tor used during tests. The sensor-detector was built inside a type N co nnec to r 
to eliminate losses due to radiation and to reduce the inductive resistance 
due to long lead lengths . The 50Ji.matching resistor, diodes, capac ito rs, 
fer roxcube beads and lOK ohm resistors were placed inside the connector 
and the output was brought out immediately to the input of the amplifi e r . 
Thi s completely sh ielded the super high frequency portion of the monito r . The 
sensor-detector had previously been assembled on standoffs on the amplifie r 
board and used a length of coaxial line to connect to the signal gene rato r. 
This was al I right fo r the lower frequencies but too lossy at the higher 
frequencies . Table I lists the parts used for the breadboard model . 
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TABLE I 
MATERIAL LIST FOR BREADBOARD MODEL 
DESCRIPTION 
(2) capacitor, 470 pf 
(1) capacitor, l,.:,.f 
(1) ca.Pac itor, 0.1 J'-f 
(1) capacitor, 10,...f 
(1) capacitor , 6.8 ,u.f 
(1) capac itor, 10 pf 
(1) capacitor , 47 pf 
(2) d iode , germanium 
(1) diode , silicon 
(l) d iode, silicon 
(2) diode, Hot-Carri er 
(2) res i stqr, carbon 
(3) resistor, carbon 
(4) resisto r, carbon 
(l} resisto r, ca rbon 
(1 ) resisto r, carbon 
(1) res i~t.or, carbon 
(l) resistor, concentric 
( 4) fer rite bead 
(l) A-to-D converter 
(1) ampl ifie r, integrated 
c irc uit 
( l) connector 
(1) power supply & panel 
(3) one-shot delay 
(5) Schmitt t ri gger 
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Checkout and Calibration 
The sensor-detector was first checked out <lnd calibrated using a 
General Radio signal generator over the frequency range from 14 KHz to 50 KHz. 
Th is generator had sine wave modulation available internally but not pulse 
modulation. A total of 100 millivolts was available at the output of an 
attenuator. A direct connection provided 2 volts output but could not be used 
fo r calibration si nee it bypassed the output attenuator. The sens itiv ity of the 
oscilloscope was too low to check the tangential sensitivity of the detector 
alone; therefore , the sensitiv ity measurements were made at the output of the 
signal conditioner amplifier. A General Radio oscillator was used for the 
range of frequencies from 50 MHz to 250 MHz. Again calibration was not 
possible because of the lack of a variable attenuator usable at that frequenc y 
range. The output of this generator wQs CW only. The frequency range of 
250 MHz to 970 MHz was covered using a different model of a General Radio 
un it osc illator . The signal out of the detector varied as each generator was 
tuned across its band. This was due to signal generator variances and the long 
lead lengths used on the first sensor-detector breadboard. These va ria t ions 
were not present at the lower frequencies. This variation was reduced consi-
derably when the sensor-detector was mounted inside the Type N connector . 
No signal generator was available over the frequency range from 970 
MHz to 7 .0 GHz . The detector was then checked over the frequency range of 
7 . 0 GHz to 11 GHz using a Hewlett-Packard signal generato r. This genera-
tor had both square wave and pulse modulation. A calibrated attenuator was 
bui It-in so that tangential sensitivity measurements could be made across the 
frequency band. 
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The amplifier of the signal conditioner was built with a gain of 20 
instead of one as originc:d ly planned to help alleviate the low-gain problem. 
After much reading of the application notes and some phone calls to Motorola , 
the reasons for the high frequency oscillations of the amplifier were discovered 
and eliminated. By using the amplifier connected to the output of the 
detector, and a highly sensitive vacuum tube voltmeter, the circuit was 
calibrated. 
The modules for the rest of the signal conditioner and the data processor 
were checked out after their connection in the mounting panel. The only 
adjustments necessary were the threshold level of the Schmitt triggers . These 
were checked using a vacuum tube voltmeter on the input and observing the 
output with a scope. The analog-to-digital converter used was a self-contained 
instrument and did not require calibration. 
The most difficult part of the calibration was the calibrating of the 
sensor-detector. A high-gain sensitive head was needed on the oscilloscope. 
A variable attenuator and pulse-modulated, high-output signal generators were 
certainly needed. The following tangential sensitivities were measured fo r 
the sensor-detector using the amplifier to provide enough gain and a higher 
gain head on the oscilloscope: 
(1) 14 KHz - 75dbbelowonemilliwatt of electrical power, 
(2) 50 MHz - 55dbbelowone milliwatt of electrical power , 
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(3) 7 .O GHz - 30 db below one milliwatt of electrical power, and 
(4) 11.0 GHz - 27 db below one milliwatt of electrical power, 
The test equipment used for checkout, calibration, and during performonce 
9f the experiment test is shown in Table II. 
TABLE II 
LIST OF TEST EQUIPMENT 
DESCRIPTION MANUFACTURER MODEL NUMBER 
DC Vacuum tube voltmeter Hewlett-Packard HP 412A 
DC. Power supply Hewlett-Packard HP 721A 
Signal Generator Hewlett-Packard HP 620A 
Osc i I loscope Tektronic Type 561 
Signol Generator General Radio Co. Type 1001-A 
Unit Oscillator General Rodio Co. Type 1208-B 
Unit Oscillator General Radio Co. Type 1209-B 
Unit Power supply General Radio Co. Type 1203-B 
Pulse Generator Rutherford Electronics Model B7B 
CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL TEST DATA 
Treatment of Test Data 
The purpose of the SSEM is to monitor stray electromagnetic energy of 
varying frequency, amplitude and duration. This stray energy constitutes an 
electromagnetic environment which was simulated to check the operation of 
the SSEM. This environment was simulated by using the output signal from a 
General Radio type 1001-A signal generator. 
Since the total count capacity of each counter register is nine, it was 
felt necessqfy to conduct more tests than originally planned; therefore, the 
simulated environment was applied a large number of times ~nd the resulting 
count taken from each of the four counters was summed. Thi~ statistically 
achieves the same result as if there were a larger number of flip-flops which 
would give the SSEM a large capacity counter register. 
ThEil division of threshold leyels is four; therefore, the resulting data 
did not give a nice, smooth distribution curve but a rather rough one. None"." 
theless, it demonstrated that a distributional form was available from the SSEM. 
The output of the ADC is simply the peak voltage level applied to the 
data processor during the test period. Although the upper limit on the thres-
hold detectors was -2 .5 volts, the ADC read the peak voltage applied. This 
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voltage level could have been the saturation level of the signal conditioner 
amplifier which was ± 8 VDC for the breadboard model. 
The output of the signal generator was vc;iried randomly during each test. 
A different frequency was selected at rc:mdom for each succeeding test. The 
length of each sampling period (test) was approximately 10 seconds. This was 
to al low sufficient time for the counters to run up a sizeable count. The count 
for each counter was read out by a voltmeter and recorded. (See Table 111). 
A total of 100 tests or sampling periods wrire conducted during the experiment. 
These periods were randomly divided into groups of ten and the counts for 
each of the ten.tes.t groups were summed for each counter. These number of 
occurrences .were plotted as a function of voltage level to obtain a graph of 
the data distribution (~e; Figure 13). The highest value of voltage was read 
from the ADC during each sampling period and these were averaged for each 
group of ten sampling periods. The highest level was then recorded as th~ 
highest volta~e level encountered during the entire sampling period. The total 
1 
number of occurrences was then calculated and entered as such on the graph. 
Correlation With Design Analysis 
The best correlation was obtained for the frequency response of the 
sensor-detector which performed well up to and including 11 GHz. No 
correlation was attempted for the power handling capability of the hot carrier 
diodes since it was not possible to procure additional matched pairs for the 
experiment in case of burn-out. The tangential sensitivity measured at 
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TABLE ill 
TEST DATA OBTAINED DURING SAMPLING PERIOD 
COUNTER# - COUNTER# COUNTER# 
1 I 2 I 3 I 4 1 'I 2 I 3 I 4 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 
(:;ROUP #1 GROUP #4 (Co~t'd) GROUP #7 (Cont'd) 
9 9 7 0 7 8 5 0 8 6 6 3 
8 7 3 5 7 4 1 2 7 3 2 2 
7 3 4 2 5 9 2 5 7 6 1 1 
6 5 2 2 2 3 6 2 6 7 5 4 
8 7 6 0 8 6 6 3 
5 8 3 6 9 1 3 1 GROUP #a 
8 9 4 3 9 1 5 5 4 8 0 2 
8 9 5 6 GROUP #5 5 2 1 1 
6 0 .5 5 9 1 ' 6 8 6 7 4 3 
4 3 3 2 9 6 5 2 4 2 1 1 
,, 
GROUP #2 
5 9 1 6 7 0 6 4 
4 4 2 8 
6 7 3 2 7 8 6 2 
8 1 2 0 
0 2 5 1 6 8 1 5 
7 4 
6 5 2 1 6 2 2 6 6 5 
0 0 4 4· 
4 2 2 1 7 8 2 5 
8 6 4 2· 
4 4 6 1 6 0 4 4 
1 5 6 1 
8 2 3 1 
GR9YP #9 
5 0 3 4 
3 7 1 2 3 6 -· 8 3 
0 5 6 3 GROUP #6 7 6 1 3 
9 6 4 3 7 3 2 2 
0 3 4 2 9 9 2 2 8 9 6 6 
GROUP #3 9 6 6 1 2 4 6 2 
8 8 1 5 
8 8 6 5 9 6 6 1 
8 0 5 
6 4 4 3 4 3 1 1 5 
0 6 6 4 
8 1 4 6 4 9 3 3 
9 7 6 0 
3 9 1 1 7 7 3 2 
9 9 6 4 
1 6 6 4 7 9 1 3 
9 0 3 4 
3 9 2 5 ~B.QUP #10 
5 7 2 3 
8 2 4 1 4 2 8 8 
6 2 4 1 
6 9 2~ 3 5 8 1 3 
8 4 6 2 GROUP #7 5 7 1 4 
3 8 1 3 7 2, 7 7 7 7 1 6 
GROUP #4: 8 6 3 2 
7 8 5 0 
7 8 4 3 2 8 6 5 
4 7 3 1 9 8 2 2 5 9 2 1 
6 7 2 4 7 9 2 0 6 7 1 4 
6 8 ' 1 3 7 0 2 4 
9 3 4 1 
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*PEAK READING VOLTMETER VALUE WAS 3.1 VOLTS 
Figure 13. Plot of Actual Data Distribution 
·- During Test Monitoring of Stray Energy 
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several discrete frequencies was less than calculated during the analysis; 
however, this was only 5 db lower. The difficulty encountered during packaging 
of the detector was perhaps responsible for this. A more thorough development 
of the physical layout of the detector would be necessary to overcome this 
deficiency. 
No problem was encountered with the logic portion of the monitor since 
it was very straightforward using well-developed logic design. The logic 
modules u.sed were all from one company and no scaling or buffering was 
necessary which was a tremendous asset. The functions of the data processor 
therefore correlated well with the design analysis. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS AND SUMMARY 
Discussion of Test Results 
. The results of the experiment tests show that the largest number of 
occurrences happened at the lower voltage levels for the simulated environment. 
The distribution of voltage levels has a 1 .6 tr ~~read at the 50 percentile 
frequency-of-occurrence which was calculated to be 44.48. The arithmetic 
mean for the sum of a II the counters was 44. 7 which was very close to the 50 
percentile of the number of occurrences. This nearn~ss was probably due to 
the method of applying the random voltage levels. Since the voltage level was 
changed by physically varying the attenuator on the signal generator, the SSEM 
was no doubt counting as the voltage level decreased. A better test would 
have been the step application of discrete voltage levels rather than the 
slowly varying voltage obtained by manual manipulation of the attenuator. 
The results were sufficient to show the method of statistical determination of the 
electromagnetic environment. 
Summary and Conclusions 
The feasibility of the SSEM concept was demonstrated during this investi-
gation. The system was designed using circuitry that is adaptable to integrated 
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circuit construction techniques. In fact, a great many of the functions are 
already developed in integrated circuit form. The recent development of hot-
carrier diodes made it possible to use a crystal-diode-detector design (for 
non-interference with the system that is being monitored) that has high burn-out 
resistance. The I ikely presence of large magnitude signals made this most 
desirable. 
At the beginning of the project it seemed that sensitivity requirements 
would have to be relaxed; however, the hot carrier diodes performed very well 
and did not require pre-biasing to achieve the desired tangential sensitivity. 
As the design is now, the limits on sensitivity are imposed by the available 
dynamic range of the amplifiers following the detector. The monitor as 
designed has a limited dynamic range imposed by the threshold-level range of 
the Schmitt triggers. By using scaling techniques and offset-voltage reference 
levels, this limitation could be removed. This would be a good follow-on 
project. 
The author has found that while integrated circuits are desirable from the 
standpoint of size and weight, they do require a larger standby power making 
it necessary to incorporate a power switching circuit to conserve battery 
power. This was not readily apparent at first. Also, the design at present 
requires a large number of interconnection points for read-out of the stored data. 
Automatic means of reading out the data in serial rather than parallel would 
alleviate this problem. 
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Now that the concept feasibility has been proven, the next logical step 
would be to develop the SSEM completely in integrated circuitry. The first 
subsystem requiring this development is the sensor-detector. From a physical 
standpoint this circuit may be separated from the rest of the monitor. A small, 
thin wafer inserted between the EED and its mating connector is desired for 
the application of the monitor to a real electroexplosive system. The sensor-
detector would be located on this wafer with perhaps an amplifier to act as a 
line driver. This task constitutes the major challenge as the rest of the circuitry 
is most straightforward. It is believed that this would also be the most interesting 
part of the design problem since it involves working with super-high frequencies 
and low-frequency video on the same integrat~d. chip. 
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